Grade 3/4 School Closure Homeschooling Bundle
Week Two
Week Two: Monday
Word Problem of the Day:
In Riley’s garden there are 16 flowers. On each flower there are 2 ladybugs. How
many ladybugs are there in total? Can you write an addition and multiplication
sentence to solve the problem?

Writing Challenge of the Day:
Haikus are simple poems that are 3 lines long. The first line is 5 syllables. The
second is 7 syllables and the third line is 5 syllables. Write your own Haiku about
a ladybug

Week Two: Tuesday
Word Problem of the Day:
Two friends started drawing 2d shapes together. They got stuck on how to draw
a square, pentagon and hexagon. Using a ruler, can you help them draw these
shapes?

Writing Challenge of the Day:
Pick someone in your family to write about. Write at least 5 sentences describing
the person. When you are done, pick 2 words from your writing and find a
‘fancier’ synonym for the word.
I.e. if you said they were ‘nice’ you could change nice to marvelous, or
warmhearted.

Week Two: Wednesday
Word Problem of the Day:
Owen and his brother are baking together. Owen measures and adds 1 cup of
water, 1 cup of flour, ½ cup of oil, ¼ cup of sugar and ¼ cup of coconut. How
many cups did they add to the bowl altogether?

Writing Challenge of the Day:
What is your favourite food? Describe your favourite food using 4 of your
senses. What does it look like? What does it smell like? What does it feel like?
What does it taste like?

Week Two: Thursday
Word Problem of the Day:
Brian created an ABBC pattern using shapes. He used triangles, squares and
circles. Create Brian’s pattern and repeat it 3 times.
(An example of an ABBC pattern would be red, green, green, blue)

Writing Challenge of the Day:
Write a story that takes place in the middle of either a rainforest or a desert.

Week Two: Friday
Word Problem of the Day:
Evan asked all of his friends what their favourite animal was. 7 people said
rabbits, 13 said dogs, 9 said cats, 10 said birds and 4 said fish. Make a tally chart
to show everyone’s answers and answer the questions.
Animal

Tally

Which animal was the favourite?
How many people did Evan ask all together?
How many more people liked dogs than cats?
Writing Challenge of the Day:
Pick one of your favorite chapter books and write the following things about the
book. What happens at the beginning of the story? What happens in the middle
of the story? What happens at the end of the story? What is your favourite part in
the book?

